
From: Vankeerbergen, Bernadette
To: blackburn.99@osu.edu; "Debra Moddelmog"
Cc: "harvey.113@osu.edu"; Gustafson, Terry
Subject: Proposed Sexuality Studies Major
Date: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 11:08:36 AM

Dear Debra and Mollie:
 
On behalf of the Arts and Sciences Committee on Curriculum and Instruction (CCI), I would like to
thank you for coming to our meeting this past Friday and discussing the proposed Sexuality Studies
Major.
 
The CCI appreciates all the outstanding work that has been done so far to develop the proposed
new major. Before voting on the proposed major, the CCI would like to see a few
clarifications/revisions. More specifically, the committee would like the following four points to be
addressed:

1.       On p. 6, tighten the language used for learning objectives. (Also, are the 3 points at the
bottom of the page your specific educational goals?)

2.       On p. 11, remove the following course since it does not yet exist under its own permanent
number: “Molecular Virology, Immunology, and Medical Genetics 694: Sexuality, Health,
and Sexually Transmitted Pathogens (2 hrs.; course expected to be made permanent in
next year).” At this point, it would be more appropriate to mention in a note that this
course is being developed.

3.       On p. 12, remove the following rule on 2 or 3 colleges: “Required: Students must take
courses in two colleges, with courses from at least three colleges recommended (for
courses from the College of Arts and Sciences, each of the three divisions will be
considered the equivalent of a college).”

4.       On pp. 22-23, under “Sample Focus Areas,” for each Focus Area , please list all the courses
that students could be taking to fulfill the requirements of that focus area (not just a
sample of courses) with a note that for each focus area students need to take classes that
add up to 15 cr hours (and no more than 10 hrs at 300 level or below). Also, add Sexuality
and Violence focus area and specify how students could fulfill the requirements of that
Focus Area (the list of courses should, amongst others, address a situation where 620 fulfills
all the requirements and a situation where 620 fulfills part of the requirements).

 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Also, please let me know if you’d like to sit down
with someone in the Curriculum and Assessment Office to go over those points together.
 
Best wishes,
Bernadette
 
P.S.: In the version of the Proposal that I uploaded on the web for CCI, you may have noticed that I
had replaced all the “6xx” occurrences with “620.”
 
 
Bernadette Vankeerbergen, Ph.D.
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